1. Introduction. In the class of abelian groups every element of which (except the identity) has infinite order, the subgroups of the additive group of rational numbers have the simplest structure. These rational groups are the groups of rank one, or generalized cyclic groups, an abelian group G being said to have rank one if for any pair of elements, a ^ 0, b ^ 0, in G, there exist integers m, rc, such that ma -nb ψ 0. Although many of the properties of these groups are known [l] , it seems worthwhile to give a simple characterization from which their properties can easily be derived. This characterization is given in Theorems 1 and 2 of §2, and the properties of the rational groups are obtained as corollaries of these theorems in §3. In §4, all rings which have a rational group as additive group are determined.
Let pi, p 2 > , pi, * * be an enumeration of the primes in their natural order; and associate with each pj an exponent kj, where kj is a nonnegative integer or the symbol °°. We consider sequences i; kγ , k 2 > * * , λy, , where i is any positive integer such that (i,py) = 1 if kj > 0, and define {i; kγ , k 29 * * •> kj 9 •) = (ι; kj) to be the set of all rational numbers of the form ai/b, where a is any integer and b is an integer such that b -Ώp.pJJ with τij < kj> Then each sequence determines a well-defined set of rational numbers. The symbol Π designates a product over an arbitrary subset of the primes that satisfy whatever conditions are put on them; Π designates a product over all primes that satisfy the given conditions. 
It is clear that different sequences determine different subgroups.
In the sequel we need the following properties of a subgroup G ψ 0 of R + .
( 
We assume in the proof of the remaining properties that the elements of G are written in the canonical form ai/b with {ai, b) -1 and i the least positive integer in G. We have the following alternatives with consequences which follow from (3):
III.
•" ^j < fey i n'j < It follows that kj = °° implies k'j = °° and conversely. With both Ay and A y finite we may choose ray = Ay and n y = A y and we have:
II.
= fe ; -fey 
LEMMA. If S is a ring with additive group (i kj), then multiplication in S is
defined by ai ci ac ,
Proof. We prove this by showing that lai ci\ , 
